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Let's Learn about JAPAN Mar 26 2022 Add up the money in a wallet full of yen and follow a maze through the sights of Kyoto. These and dozens of other
activities offer a fun-filled introduction to Japanese culture.
My First Seasons: Let's Learn About the Year! Feb 22 2022 This busy board book with tabs gets little ones thinking, talking, and learning new words about the
seasons! Let’s enjoy the different seasons and find out what makes each one special. What’s the best thing about summer? What do farmers harvest in the fall?
From finding out which baby animals are born in spring to experiencing all the outdoor fun of a winter wonderland, babies and toddlers will love learning all
about the things you can see and do in each season. Each section of this engaging and educational book is dedicated to different types of weather, wildlife, and
activities that can occur throughout the year, such as spring flowers, camping in the summertime, and autumn weather. Bright, colorful photographs illustrate each
word, with easy to read labels so your little one can sound out the words with you. The interactive book encourages children to imagine a summer holiday, choose
their favorite things, or count the different winter animals on the page. This delivers a rounded early learning reading experience, and helps your little one develop
early speaking, listening, and observation skills. The book has strong board pages made especially for young children. The chunky tabs along the top and side are
easy to grab to help with early motor control. Preschoolers will quickly recognize the picture on the tab which will take them straight to the page with their favorite
season.
New Let's Learn English Sep 19 2021 New Let's Learn English takes a communicative and topic-based approach to language learning over six levels. It combines
a clear 3-step methodology with clear language focus and motivating activities that get students using English confidently. Students learn through a variety of tasks
including pairwork, projects, games, acting and songs
Actions Jan 24 2022 "Full of large, colorful pictures, this series makes learning basic concepts fun. Presented in a unique self-standing format with split pages,
these engaging activity books allow children to flip the special answer flaps until the correct answer is found."
Let's Learn about Sustainable Living May 04 2020 "Let's learn about living sustainably at school and at home. A big book filled with tips and inspiration on how
to live sustainably. Written, illustrated and printed in Australia." -- publisher website.
Let's Learn English Picture Dictionary Jun 24 2019 Created by leading educators, these colorful, large-size dictionaries introduce beginning language learners to
more than 1,550 commonly taught basic words. Each Let's Learn Language Picture Dictionary in the series boasts 30 delightful two-page spreads that vividly
illustrate the meanings of words. Fun-filled panoramas focus on scenes familiar to children aged three through eight, such as home life, the classroom, city life,
sports, the zoo, and even outer space! Learners will love to revisit these detailed depictions of people, places, actions, and objects, each time improving their recall.
Featured words are set off with individual illustrations and definitions to help learners at various levels build vocabulary. Includes an index and glossary of all
the individually illustrated words. An ideal selection of first word books for parents and teachers who want to encourage second language acquisition.
Let's Learn 123 Sep 27 2019 The Let's Learn series introduces early learners (ages 2-4) to shapes, colors, the alphabet, and numbers 1 through 20. Attractively
illustrated with colorful photographs of everyday objects, the books all contain interactive pages to help reinforce skills learned. Children will enjoy the books so
much they won't realize they are learning at the same time!
Let’s Learn to Print: Modern Manuscript, Grades PK - 2 Jul 26 2019 Build a solid foundation of forming letters with Let's Learn to Print: Modern Manuscript for
grades PK–2. This 64-page book presents handwriting in a developmental sequence, rather than alphabetically, which provides a greater opportunity for students
to achieve success. It includes a review of basic handwriting strokes, guidelines for use, and creative writing and journaling pages. The book supports NCTE and
NAEYC standards.
Let's Learn English Jun 04 2020 Let's Learn English is a communicative course for primary schools in the Arab world, grades 1-6. The six-stage course is for
young children who are starting to learn English. It teaches speaking, listening, reading and writing skills through stories, dialogues, songs, plays and games. New
language is presented clearly and practised at a controlled pace. Revision units and exercises reinforce the language.
Let's Learn Our Islam Mar 02 2020
Let's Learn Numbers Jun 16 2021 Practice counting up to ten with some cute sea creature friends! This charming board book combines bold text and bright colors
to create the perfect early learning title for little readers. Each spread provides the reader with the numeral, word, and a representation of the number to allow the
reader to practice counting as they follow along. There is also a stylized guide throughout the book depicting icons that allow the reader to visually see what they
have counted and how many numbers are left to learn.
Let's Learn about Kosher Food Dec 11 2020 Through illustrations, this book explains the laws of kashrus, including buying kosher food, kosher animals and fish,
utensils, and Terumos, Ma'asros, and Orlah.
Let's Learn About Ramayana! The Story of Diwali Aug 07 2020 ** NEW RELEASE ** Ramayana, The Story of Diwali! **FREE** Monthly Stories & Dances
Workshop. Details: CultureGroove.com/Free Why do we celebrate Diwali? A golden deer, monkey army, flying chariots, spectacular battle scenes, kings and
queens, 10-headed demon, and more. Ramayana, one of the greatest epics of India, has it all and is also considered the story of Diwali. In this book, Maya, Neel,
and their cute little partner, Chintu the squirrel, visit their Mausi (auntie) again who had taught them all about the 5 days of Diwali. This time, Mausi shares with
them the dazzling story of King Ram, Queen Sita, and Demon Ravan that has been told for thousands of years and symbolizes the victory of good over evil. Our

books retell stories for a global audience, making them thoroughly enjoyable for young readers. Maya & Neel’s India Adventures 10+ Book Series is written with
the mission to RAISE MULTICULTURAL KIDS! We are Indie authors and 1st generation Indian immigrants, who have dedicated the past decade to spreading
multiculturalism through our local dance & culture company as well through this book series whose extreme popularity has taken even us by surprise. You can
follow our cultural journey on social media at Bollywood Groove and Culture Groove. To all our little and grown-up readers: Thank You for supporting our work
& mission! -------------- For bulk orders (e.g., classrooms, Diwali parties) or author visits contact ajanta@culturegroove.com Our 10+ Series Available Worldwide
(CultureGroove.com/Books): Festivals: Diwali, Navratri, Holi, Vaisakhi, Ramadan & Eid Mythology: Ganesha, Krishna, Ramayana Places: Delhi & Taj Mahal,
Mumbai Wedding Diwali 50 Activity Book Holi 50 Activity Book Gift Sets 1 & 2 and more!
Let's Learn Counting Feb 10 2021 "In Let's Learn Counting, emergent readers will learn to count by counting the number of balls they see. Carefully crafted text
uses high-frequency words, repetitive sentence patterns, and strong visual references to support emergent readers, ensuring reading success by making sure they
aren't facing too many challenges at once"-let's learn to write this way Aug 19 2021
Baby Beats: Let's Learn 4/4 Time! Sep 07 2020 Read, clap, and sing in 4/4 time! Count the beats like a conductor with the adorable animals in the marching
band. Get your baby smiling and clapping along with you as you discover a love of music together! Clap on the first syllable of each word—and don’t let go until
the word is done. Before long, you’ll be clapping to the marching beat. With Baby Beats: Let's Learn 4/4 Time, you’ll love to: - Engage young readers with handson interaction, percussion, and song - Build baby’s vocabulary by connecting words with illustrations - Stimulate baby through multisensory reading experiences Inspire the love of conducting music for ages to come Play conductor in other time signatures with the Baby Beats series: Let’s Learn 3/4 Time and Let’s Learn 2/4
Time!
New Let's Learn English Nov 29 2019 * Thorough development of skills with particular emphasis on reading and writing * Systematic grammar work ensures
fast progress * Regular recycling revision consolidates the language work done * The easy-to-follow Teacher's Book provides clear lesson notes, assessment tests
and plenty of additional resources * Accompanying interactive CD-ROMs provide extra self-study practice
Let's Learn About Apr 14 2021 A girl's class learns about kashrus and a boy's class learns about blessings in these charming, fun-filled colorful illustrated books.
Rich in detail and filled with informative cartoon captions your kids will love.
Let's Learn Spanish Aug 31 2022 Accessible introduction to Spanish language and Mexican culture Learning Spanish is just a few pictures away in this lovingly
illustrated picture book language primer! Focusing on the Spanish language as it is spoken in Mexico, this informative picture book is an ideal way to learn. Pairing
words and whimsical pictures, aspiring Spanish speakers are treated to a breezy yet informative experience. Let's Learn Spanish is a go-to ebook for the world
traveler and language learner. • Fantastic primer for Spanish language learners young and old! • Perfect for anyone traveling to Mexico or South America. •
Aurora Cacciapuoti is an author and illustrator of more than a dozen children's books. This informative Spanish language primer will appeal to readers of Little
Concepts: ABC Spanish, First Words – Spanish, and My Big Book of Spanish Words. • For kids ages 4 to 8 • Learn Spanish for kids, preschool, kindergarten •
Perfect travel companion
Let's Learn: Time to Explore May 16 2021 Explore the world around you while learning to write with this wipe-clean activity book and pen! From camping under
the stars to a sunny beach day, this wipe-clean book is full of tracing, mazes, puzzles, and more for young children just learning to write. Let’s Learn: Time to
Explore includes a variety of fun activities that sharpen children’s fine motor skills and help them with pen control. After completing the activities and practicing
for handwriting success, children can erase their wipe-clean pen marks and complete the activities again and again!
Let's Learn Alphabet ABC (Ar) Oct 01 2022 Children's Padded Board Book With Augmented Reality
Let's Learn Everything Oct 21 2021
Let's Learn the Words Nov 02 2022 Let's Learn The Words takes beginner readers from learning their first letters to enjoying the colourful and irresistible
pictures on either by their own or together with support and guidance from an adult. Each scene is surrounded by labelled pictures of objects to read and learn
about. An exciting reading and learning book for the very young with a stimulating picture word book for pre-readers and a lively source of ideas and spellings
for first writers. This book is also useful for learning English. 100's of stimulating pictures to help children master simple vocabulary. Great learning resources for
young children.
New Let's Learn English Aug 26 2019 New Let's Learn English takes a communicative and topic-based approach to language learning over six levels. It combines
a clear 3-step methodology with clear language focus and motivating activities that get students using English confidently. Students learn through a variety of tasks
including pairwork, projects, games, acting and songs.
Let's Learn from the Holy Qurian Apr 02 2020 " ... designed for Kindergarten children who are not yet independent readers ... through various activities
(coloring, pasting, and drawing, etc.) young children will develop a closeness to Allah's final book. Children will also learn Adab ul-Qur'an and some of the
teachings of the Qur'an, Insha Allah ... ". Includes pages of color stickers.
Let's Learn Mandarin Chinese Ebook Nov 21 2021 Let's Learn Mandarin Chinese Kit is a complete language learning tool specially designed to introduce young
children to the basic sounds, words, characters and phrases of Mandarin Chinese in a fun and interactive way. This Chinese language kit is perfect for use in a
classroom setting, for home schooling, on vacation, or anywhere else that learning takes place. It contains: 64 Chinese flash cards An audio CD with recordings of
songs, games and activities A wall chart showing the main words and phrases at a glance A 32-page learning guide for parents and teachers The flash cards
present 64 basic words and phrases representing the full range of sounds in Mandarin Chinese and organized into thematic categories, including: Basic Etiquette
and Daily Routines Introducing Family Members Identifying Objects Identifying Body Parts Learn the Multiplication Table Tell Me What You Like or Do Not Like
Tell Me What You Like to Do Each word is illustrated with a picture that serves as an effective visual aid to learning and remembering the word. The words often
reflect cultural objects and can be studied in any order. Learners may focus on one theme at a time or mix them up for greater variety. Simple example sentences
are given for each word to show how they are used. The audio CD gives native-speaker pronunciations for all the words and sentences and also contains songs,
games and other activities which promote interactive language learning. Finally, the kit includes a wall chart featuring all the pictures and words, and a booklet
explaining how to use the flash cards, audio CD and wall chart and how to play the games and activities.
Let's Learn About Food Around the World, Kids! Jun 28 2022 Let's learn about food around the world, kids! is an enjoyable book for children that will help
them learn about different cultures and countries and the food that is served in those countries. The book is full of amazing pictures and entertaining details. This
book will introduce little children to a new cultures. It is educating, fun and opens a whole new world for the little minds that are ready to learn about the world.
Lets Learn about Farm Animals! Oct 09 2020 This book is about real-life pictures of farm animals. It shows how we need them and what they can do for us.
Please be kind to farm animals. God bless the children.
LET'S LEARN ABOUT PCOS Nov 09 2020 Women play many vital roles in the society. She acts as a daughter, sister, wife, mother, and many more. During their
tenure, she passes through different age-related physiological changes, in which the reproductive system plays a key role. At present many women suffer from
polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS); a disorder seen in adolescent females and indirectly affecting not only mankind but also Science, Arts, and Social perspective.
This informational booklet is developed as part of a research project on ‘Impact of the awareness program on PCOS knowledge among females at Ahmedabad’.
Atmost literatures are available on the same; consider this little attempt in the welfare of society of which we all are a part. The designed questionnaire is also
annexed with the booklet to assess the PCOS risk level if any; it may be helpful for a patient, relative or friend of someone who has PCOS. The information,
including but not limited to, text, graphics, images and other material contained in this booklet is provided for general informational and educational purposes only

and is not a substitute for professional advice. Accordingly, before taking any actions based upon such information, we encourage you to consult with appropriate
professionals. The use or reliance of any information contained on this booklet is solely at your own risk. Your valuable suggestions and criticism are welcomed
and pave healthy values in this first attempt.
Baby Beats: Let's Learn 2/4 Time! Mar 14 2021 Read, clap, and sing in 2/4 time! Count the beats like a conductor with the adorable dancing animals. Get your
baby smiling and clapping along with you as you discover a love of music together! Clap on the first syllable of each word—and don’t let go until the word is
done. Before long, you’ll be clapping to the tango beat. With Baby Beats: Let's Learn 2/4 Time, you’ll love to: - Engage young readers with hands-on interaction,
percussion, and song - Build baby’s vocabulary by connecting words with illustrations - Stimulate baby through multisensory reading experiences - Inspire the love
of conducting music for ages to come Play conductor in other time signatures with the Baby Beats series: Let’s Learn 4/4 Time and Let’s Learn 3/4 Time!
Baby Steps Jul 06 2020 Let's learn about the things all around us with these fun, bright books of first concepts. Things that move, things that make noise - and lots
of other cute things for babies and toddlers to explore! Engage young children in the world around them with these charming cased board books.
Let's Learn Japanese Jul 30 2022 An accessible introduction to the rich language and culture of Japan, this tote-able Japanese language collection makes an
artful addition to any library, as well as an ideal travel primer and companion for aspiring Japanese speakers. Pairing words and characters with whimsical
illustrations, each section features examples of word pronunciation, the three main Japanese writing systems (kanji, hiragana, and katakana), and common
Japanese elements. At once instructive and a joy to behold, Let's Learn Japanese is a go-to gift for the world traveler and language learner.
Let's Learn Bible Oct 28 2019
Let's Learn about Recycling Dec 31 2019 Recycling is fun, and a great way to look after the environment. By learning how to recycle at school and at home we
can all make a difference. The planet needs our help, so let’s all learn how to recycle.
Let′s Learn about Healthy Eating Jul 18 2021 Includes CD-Rom There is a growing awareness that healthy eating plays a crucial role in the development of
young people. ′Healthy Schools′ and popular television programmes have raised the interest in this subject. Margaret draws on her practical experience to produce
a book that will engage children in activities and provides teachers with the resources necessary to stimulate interest. There are nine themes including breakfast,
dinner and parties and celebration. Each theme has a Circle Time start, a draw and talk or draw and write activity followed by activities which include ′Let′s
Grow It′ and ′Let′s Make It′. The involvement of families is encouraged in order to engage school and home in cooperation on the subject of food and health.
Margaret Collins is a former headteacher of infant and first schools. She is now Senior Visiting Fellow in the School of Education at the University of
Southampton. She researches children′s perceptions of health education topics, writes teaching materials for children, books and articles on PSHE.
Let's Learn About Adoption Jan 12 2021 There are many kinds of adoption -- and in this workbook the children of The Adoption Club find out about all of
them! The children of The Adoption Club are all different. There's Mary who was adopted from China by her single mum, Alice, who is still in touch with her
birth parents in an 'open adoption'; siblings Angela and Michael who lived in different homes for many years but are now back together; Robert who loves to do
stunts in his wheelchair; and Alexander who grew up with lots of children in a care home. Written for counsellors and therapists working with children aged 5-11,
as well as adoptive parents, this workbook is one of a set of five interactive therapeutic workbooks written to address the key emotional and psychological
challenges they are likely to experience. They provide an approachable, interactive and playful way to help children to learn about themselves and have fun at the
same time.
Let's Learn about Korea Jan 30 2020 The aim of this book is twofold: to introduce Korean customs and to introduce some of the ideas and values Korean
children are taught. The information is presented through the eyes of a young Korean girl as she goes about her daily life.
Let's Learn about Chemistry May 28 2022 A board book that introduces chemistry to children through the use of comparison activities.
Let's Learn Hindi Dec 23 2021 This book is unlike any other language book. It offers: a tried and tested, and effective new method; an original, user-friendly
approach; no long hours of memorisation or drills; a comprehensive English-Hindi dictionary; Complete instructions for leaning the Hindi script.
Let's Learn about MEXICO Apr 26 2022 Dot-to-dots, crosswords, spot-the-differences, and dozens of other activities introduce Mexican culture to kids ages 6 and
up. Puzzles and activities offer fun-filled looks at the country's geography, language, food, arts, sports, and festivals.
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